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About This Game

Data mining 0 - casual minimalist puzzle in which you have to collect all the files that are not corrupted to exit the closed circle.
The player's goal is to collect all data files, avoiding obstacles and traps, after which the previously closed pass will open to pass

the level.

In Data mining 0:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Traps

- Portals
- Decelerators
- Accelerators
- Minimal art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blender Games
Publisher:
Blender Games
Franchise:
Data mining
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Demo Updated (ver.0.05a Build 1232):
Hey all,

There are not many changes in this update, but they're very important as they change the flow of the game.

The first and the most important is the re-balance of base and bonus damage. Basically all enemies in the game have a more
prominent weakness to certain type of the Mist ( ammo) you use against them. Many of them can be killed in one shot if use the
right Mist. At the same time the base damage was nerfed, making some of the weapons less useful in some situations.

Ammo drops are more frequent now and are tied to the type of weapon and the Mist it uses. It doesn't mean much in the context
of the demo as it has only 4 weapons. But later, as the number of shooty things grows it will give more freedom in the loadouts.
For example you'll be able to equip two or more similar class weapons like shot guns simultaneously.

To make every run more interesting we buffed all the card trophies.

We'll post a bigger update about the progress we've made with the second mode very soon.

Stay tuned!

Flox team. Price Drop & Start of The Inner Circle:

Price Drop. Meet Artifex Mundi at Gamescom & PAX West 2018!:
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Do you want to meet the creators of your favorite games in person? Then you should definitely visit us during Gamescom in
Cologne & PAX West 2018!

You will have one of a kind opportunity to play our two latest projects ahead of release:

My Brother Rabbit (release: Fall 2018) is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that
mixes reality with a child’s imagination. It is scheduled to release this Fall.

Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (release: 2019) is a satirical point-and-click adventure that takes you out of your
bourgeoisie comfort zone and throws you right in the middle of a Cold War class struggle to the death – or until you surrender
your toilet paper.

We'll be a part of big Polish Booth on both events - and we will have lots of surprises for you!

If you want to know more about both events, please visit Gamescom website[www.gamescom.global] and PAX West website
[prime.paxsite.com]

See you there!. Patch v0.48 Online!:
We got a small patch for you fixing some of the bugs we encountered:

• War bug fixed.
• "Toggle all" button in Chronicler screen now works properly
• Updated Diplomacy window
• Skeletons now actually disappear eventually
• Minor UX and gameplay bugs fixed

More infos about the specific bugs can be found in our latest Dev Blog. The next patch will bring a few more changes but since
it's only been three days since we launched the community module, we decided to rather release this smaller fix instead of
holding it back for no reason.
. Glimpses of the Future:
Create the best possible timeline in A Thief's Fortune[tabletopia.com] - an upcoming thematic card drafting/engine building
game by Artipia Games.
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A Thief's Fortune[tabletopia.com]. Version 0.82:
-Fixed a bug when the player tries to attack a moment after a kick and sometimes the hit wouldn't connect
-Fixed a bug where a large debug object was visible in the desert territory
-Fixed a bug on a rooftop track where the progress meter would mess up
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